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1. A brief retrospective
In 2006-2007, we launched a first carboschools 
project with 15 volunteer pupils in the form of a 
scientific workshop.

The workshop developed activites 
such as:

• a press release about climate change

• measurements of ecological footprints 

• a conference invited

• installation of a CO2 sensor at school
• a visit of a sensored forest
 (les Landes girondines)
• relationship between scientists and pupils



  

2. The 2008 workplan: 

a multidisciplinary project

•a class of 34 sixteen year-old pupils
•option studied MPI et SES
•a multidisciplinary appraoch  of climate change
•Motivated teachers and pupils 
•Passionate, involved and  approachable researchers
(A. Bosc, D Loustau, INRA Ephyse)
•A supportive admistration open to innovative projects,
(J-J Laisné, proviseur)



  

Economics and ECJS, M. Raymondière

Biology and geology, M. Mesguich 

English language, B. Curien

Spanish language, R. Perez 

Physics, C. Berthier

Documentation assistant, F. Bounsaythip

6 teachers are involved :

We propose to study the global 
change with different approaches



  

In ECJS (civic, law and social education) 
and Economics, various research topics 
were chosen by the pupils: 

- forest management, 
- the ecological footprint concept (they 
measure their own and compare their results with 
other countries)
- the “Grenelle of the environment “: a 
governmental roundtable organised last September in 
France, 
- various aspects of sustainable 
development... 



  

In SVT (life and earth sciences): 

-Photosynthesis and respiration of trees 
at a range of scales, from cell to entire tree. 

-The greenhouse effect, theoretical and 
experimental approaches

-The carbon cycle 

- Action of the human beings on the
environment and habitat



  

During the spanish and english lessons
students have also:

-tried to understand the greenhouse effect

-measured their ecological footprint and 
compared their results to the results of 
other countries all over the world

-learnt a lot of spanish and english (debates, 
essay writings…) through this topical issue

•solutions to reduce their waste

•watched and discussed the disasters facing the planet



  

MPI (physical measurements and 
computing) in association with Biology

3 hours per week

•the mechanism of the sensor from 
their physical and electrical point of 
view.

•these were combined with the 
exploitation of the data measured by 
the sensor. 

The pupils study :



  

Actions carried out since the 
beginning of the schoolyear

A conference by the scientist D. 
Loustau

A visit of the experimental site 
«le Bray » of INRA for the 
CARBOEUROPE project 



  

A conference at school 
by D. Loustau (INRA): 130 

pupils and 12 teachers
• To explain the 

relationship 
between the 
greenhouse 
effect and 
climate

• To explain the 
role of the forest 
in the carbon 
cycle.

• To present 
researchers’ 
methods. 

• To raise the 
awareness of 
students 
regarding 
problems of the 
21st century 



  

The visit in the forest of INRA
(34 pupils and 5 teachers)

Alexandre Bosc (INRA-
EPHYSE) shows us the 

sensors and presents the 
methods used in the field.



  

How do the researchers work  on the 
forest?

What do they study?

How do they use the sensors to measure 
CO2 or the growth of trees?

How does the forest respond to the 
increase in CO2 levels in the atmosphere?

…

The visit: a time to raise questions 
and aware pupils to a scientific 
approach of the carbon cycle:



  

The forest 
and the 
sensors

3-Sensors in forest: a physics approach 
of biological processes



  

In MPI, our project concentrates on:

A practical experience of scientific  
research

A two teacher team in biology and physics

4  different modules during the year 4  different modules during the year 



  

What are the relationships between the carbon cycle and temperature What are the relationships between the carbon cycle and temperature 
change?change? September/October: meeting the scientists, 

visiting the forest, getting used to the 
scientists’ work.

Team work
 What is a sensor ?What is a sensor ?

November/April  :sensors studied: potentiometer,  
CO2 sensor, anemometer…

  How to get a global overview of the impact of the European continent on How to get a global overview of the impact of the European continent on 
global change ?global change ?
Use of a radiometer in order to 
measure radiation light

June : final comparisons

Use information from data bases 
provided by the laboratory  about 
the duration of the measurements , 
average…

We learned about the physical 
functioning of each sensor and then 
we studied their data.

May : work on satellite pictures

 Are our measures relevant with the ones found by the scientists?our measures relevant with the ones found by the scientists?



  

An example of biology and 
physical activity 

The diameter growth of trees



  

The electrical element is called a potentiometer. If  used 
correctly, it possible to follow the growth of trees, with a 

computer.  



  

How does this sensor measure the diameter 
growth of trees?

The students must propose an experimental 
construction with the potentiometer.



  

Groups of 4 pupils have to define the nature of 
this 3 terminal components although they are 
familiar only with 2 terminal electric components

 Can it be plugged into an acquisition card ?

Do we have to imput electric power ?

How should it be powered and where shall we 
measure the output signal ?
How can we simulate the diametric growth of the 
tree ?
Which size does the acquisition card of the computer 
measure?

Various problems are thus raised…



  

Successful and non successful attempts 



  

The ideas slowly are becoming reality …



  

As a result, we have realized that we have several 
possible connections

Only one has been selected because it has a 
positive tension which increases when the tree 
grows.

Further to this discovery, we have realized that the 
resistance of the captor varies and this variation is 
connected to the different movements of the 
cursor.

Eventually we have proposed, as a 
modelling, the creation of a mini 
two resistance system which called 
« tension divider » 
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Exploitation of tree data 
measured by the potentiometer
INRA provided us with the data 
sheets

The pupils obtain a graph with a 
spreadsheet and they can analyse 
the diameter growth of a tree for 

a year



  an exploitation of data measured by the potentiometer



  

The diameter 
growth of trees

a quantitative study from the 
ringwidth

 
Exploitation of data provided by 

 INRA



  

The ringwidth
• Annual growth is 

characterized by early 
ringwidth and late 
ringwidth. 

• A ringwidth = a year of 
growth

• The size of a 
ringwidth depends 
on the climatic conditions 

A 
ringwidth
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The CO2 sensor
INRA lent us an infra red 
CO2 analyser which is 
installed in the high 
school to measure CO2 
concentration



  



  

The local newspaper talk about the CARBOSCOOLS 
project



  

An exhibition of the carboschools 
project was organized during the week 
of the sustainable development in April 

2008
Conference, animation, posters

The pupils create a game that they have 
called « SOS CO2 »

« un petit jeu pour nous, un grand enjeu 
pour l’humanité »

4. How pupils show their work:



  

A lot of pupils and teachers went to see the 
exposition



  

The pupils organized a conference about 
the carbon cycle and the role of the 

forest as a « natural sinks »



  

Pupils show their work

- a poster of the growth of tree

- a modelling of the greenhouse 
effect

- a demonstration of the CO2 
sensor



  

a poster of the growth of tree



  

a modelling of the greenhouse effect



  

a demonstration of the CO2 sensor



  

A game to learn as 
playing



  

Examples of 
posters
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